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In its 13th year, the PIMCO Defined Contribution Consulting Study, formerly the
DC Consulting Support and Trends Survey, seeks to help consultants, advisors
and plan sponsors understand the breadth of views and consulting services
available within the defined contribution (DC) marketplace. This year’s study was
expanded to include a more diverse set of respondents across the spectrum of
the DC industry’s consultants and advisors.
Our 2019 study captures data, trends and opinions from 238 consulting and
advisory firms, as well as individual plan advisors, who serve over 109,000
clients with aggregate DC assets in excess of $4.9 trillion.
Our Report of Consultants Serving Large/Mid-sized Plans captures data, trends
and opinions from 32 consulting and advisory firms, who serve over 3,750
clients with aggregate DC assets in excess of $4 trillion.

Consultants Serving Large/Mid-sized Plans were identified as having both $5
billion or more in DC assets under advisement and a median plan size over $50
million.
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KEY FINDINGS
With plan auto-features widely accepted, plan design turns to retirement
income
• 62% of consultants believe their clients prefer to retain and serve retirees in-plan, up 14% from
the 2018 data
• Recommendations for retention include adding distribution flexibility, access to education and
retiree-focused investment options
• 66% of consultants recommend a retirement tier, populated with a variety of retirement income
solutions vs. an all-in-one

Depends/haven’t
decided

Other

9%

3%

Yes
No
22%
Yes
66%

Do you believe plans should offer a separate retirement income tier? (n=32)

Retirement income design preferences favor income and capital preservation
• Consultants recommendations span single and multi-asset solutions, with limited support for
insurance guarantees
• Over three-quarters (78%) of consultants prefer an equity exposure of less than 40% at retirement.
Most consultants recommend monthly distributions (72%) and all consultants recommend distribution
yields 4% or greater’

Differentiation of services is essential
• For consultants, the need to differentiate is high given the significant overlap in common services
• Cost and fee analyses, record keeping searches and manager selection services continue to be the
highest reported areas of growth
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A shift in client priorities: validate the default, then the costs
• “Review Target Date Funds” now the #1 priority
• “Evaluate Investment Fees” and “Evaluate Administration Fees” slip to #2 and #3 respectively,
followed by simplification of investment menus

63%

Review TDFs
44%

Evaluate investment fees
Evaluate administration fees

28%

Simplify core lineup

25%

Evaluate DC OCIO/delegated opportunities

22%

Review managed accounts

19%

Evaluate how plan costs are paid

19%

Improve participant retirement education

19%

Evaluate retirement income both insurance and capital market solutions

16%

Minimize fiduciary liability

16%

Consider re-enrollment

6%

Review stable value

6%

Set up a retirement income tier

6%

Review equity

3%

Review inflation

3%

Set up white label/multi-manager

3%

Set up custom TDF

3%

Consider/review Health Savings Accounts (HSAs)

0%

Consider addition of alternatives

0%

Improve investment benchmarkings

0%

Review fixed income

0%

What will your clients' top three priorities be in 2019? (n=32)
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Strong advocacy for active management in U.S. & non-U.S. bonds and EM
equities in both core and TDF
• Within core menus, consultants favor active management for both capital preservation and fixed
income options
• For plans of $1B or less, the most preferred target-date design is a packaged blend strategy that
combines active and passive over fully passive and fully active approaches

Strong advocacy for white label and custom TDF in the large plan segment
• Consultants believe superior portfolios are achieved through custom and see the greatest application
in fixed income and equity
Strongly
agree
White label/multi-manager
strategies allow for superior
portfolios due to the broader
range of investment strategies
that can be included in the plan
Custom target date strategies
allow for superior portfolios
due to the broader range of
investment strategies that can
be included in the plan

31%

25%

Somewhat
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
disagree

31%

44%

Strongly
disagree

28%

19%

3% 6%

3% 9%

Q38A. How much do you agree or disagree that...? (n=32)

Fixed income recommendations favor core and multi-sector
• Within core menus, consultants recommend two fixed income options, excluding the capital
preservation option
• 97% recommend a core or core plus strategy, followed by 47% recommending an income focused
multi-sector bond strategy
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Consultants skeptical of managed accounts
• A minority of consultants (31%) believe that the costs of managed accounts are justified and fewer
(6%) believe that managed accounts deliver superior performance to target date funds
• A majority (53%) recognizes the value of customization; however a minority (37%) believe participants
provide the necessary information allowing for that personalization

Not there, yet: financial wellness
• Three quarters of consultants rate such programs as only “somewhat effective”

Extremely
Effective
0%
Not At All
Effective
0%

Not Very
Effective
17%

Very
Effective
9%

Somewhat
Effective
74%

Q45A. On average, do you think the financial wellness programs you have worked with are… (n=23, Not Applicable excluded)
*Caution for small base size
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Past performance is not a guarantee or a reliable indicator of future results. This report is provided for informational purposes and should
not be construed as a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction.
A Word About Risk: PIMCO does not offer insurance guaranteed products or products that offer investments containing both securities and
insurance features. Investing in the bond market is subject to risks, including market, interest rate, issuer, credit, inflation risk, and liquidity
risk. The value of most bonds and bond strategies are impacted by changes in interest rates. Bonds and bond strategies with longer durations
tend to be more sensitive and volatile than those with shorter durations; bond prices generally fall as interest rates rise, and the current low
interest rate environment increases this risk. Current reductions in bond counterparty capacity may contribute to decreased market liquidity
and increased price volatility. Bond investments may be worth more or less than the original cost when redeemed. Investing in foreign
denominated and/or domiciled securities may involve heightened risk due to currency fluctuations and to economic and political risks, which
may be enhanced in emerging markets. Certain U.S. Government securities are backed by the full faith of the government. Obligations of U.S.
Government agencies and authorities are supported by varying degrees but are generally not backed by the full faith of the U.S. Government;
portfolios that invest in such securities are not guaranteed and will fluctuate in value. Inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) issued by a government are
fixed income securities whose principal value is periodically adjusted according to the rate of inflation; ILBs decline in value when real interest
rates rise. Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) are ILBs issued by the U.S. Government. REITs are subject to risk, such as poor
performance by the manager, adverse changes to tax laws or failure to qualify for tax-free passthrough of income. Commodities contain
heightened risk including market, political, regulatory, and natural conditions, and may not be suitable for all investors. Stable value wrap
contracts are subject to credit and management risk. Derivatives may involve certain costs and risks such as liquidity, interest rate, market,
credit, management and the risk that a position could not be closed when most advantageous. Investing in derivatives could lose more than the
amount invested.
The survey results contain the opinions of the respondents and not necessarily those of PIMCO. Information contained herein has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. This material has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not
be considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. PIMCO is a trademark of Allianz
Asset Management of America L.P. in the United States and throughout the world.
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ABOUT PIMCO AND OUR DC PRACTICE
Based in Newport Beach, California, PIMCO is a global investment management firm with over
2,500 dedicated professionals focusing on a single mission: to manage risks and deliver returns
for our clients. For over four decades, we have managed the retirement and investment assets
for a wide range of investors, including corporations, governments, not-for-profits, and other
organizations, as well as for individuals around the globe.
Our PIMCO DC Practice is dedicated to promoting effective DC plan design – and innovative
retirement solutions. We are among the largest managers of assets in defined contribution
plans, offering investment management for stable value, fixed- income, inflation protection,
equity and asset allocation strategies such as target-date solutions. We also provide analytic
modeling, plus can help plan sponsors identify DC consultant resources. Our team is pleased to
support our clients and the broader retirement community by sharing ideas and developments
for DC plans in the hopes of fostering a more secure financial future for workers. If you have
any questions about the PIMCO DC Practice, please contact your PIMCO representative or email
us at pimcodcpractice@pimco.com.
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